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*formal Operations Thinkin Now You See It, Now You Don't
I ...

nne Martorano

C:3

L1J The title of EhiPpaper re s my alternating stattes of confidence when

trying to unlierstandiny own research, and that of others, on formal operations

thought: As any one of m esZara assistants will tell you, I cycle from

confidence to uncertainty, despair; and finally to renewed hope,before I

Start over again. .I might a that the period of confidence is st&ely the

briefest part of to cycle.

In generaltWe.mqods are highly correlated with the amount of time I have

.speni t'he prevousilay'ti ing to de0.pher my own data and integrate it with the"

results 'of _pthef studies. f we take as our Otandard/Inhelderend Piaget's (1958)

,statemenis about the Chara ter offJformial thOught and its course of development,

then the research literature is clearly equivocal' in its Support. Although

early inve4tightOrs (Jackson, 1965; Lovell, 1961), in agreement with Inhelder

'and Piagetjaet the age or-emergence of formal operations at. betwken 11 and 12,

X
- more recent studies (Dale, 1970; Dulit, 1972; Keating, 1975; Martctwo,"197;

'''

C ,,--,,, ''Weybright, 1972) have failed to find a majority of, even middle and late adolescent
°

_.-..; , AO 4

.,

.(r.-, sukiects per orming at a formal level. Interpretation of these data is especially

. -
N)v+--, difficult,because the range of within subject performance across tasks also

V i

0...0
vari6s_petw A ies.' While Keating (1975), Lee (1971) and Weybright (1972)

R .

have found Within, subject homogeneitof performance across tasks, I (Martorano,
. .

..... lc,

1973) and Others '(Dunt, 1972; Kuhn, Langer, Kohlberg & Haan, 1972; Lovell, 961;
,

.cgiNLovell., 1971; Neimark, 1970) have found within subject differenCes'acrosa tasks.

I would like to suggest that the performance - competence distinction pre-

rented by Flavell and'Wohlwill (1969) is a useful conceptual stratggy for"
, clarifying the research on cognitive development at the formal operations level.
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Inhelder and Piaget's (1958) statement about the'deVelopment and nature of

%

formal operations is essentially a competence theory. That-is, a formal or,)

logical presentation of the structure of formal thought with a description of

what the individual knows and does in an ideal'environment. Even a'brief

reading of the Inhelder and Piaget (1958) book wilLreveal that the authors

are disc ussing the logical structurd'of adolescent thinking. But, how then

do we deal with the empirical data presented in the numerous subject'protoCols

include0 in the book? Dulit (1972) has provided the answer by pointing out
4

that the subject protocols were chosen not for their representativeness of

subject`' performance in general, but for theii value in illustrating the authors',

egpianation of. the character4Of formal thought as revealed in Oerformancse on

_the formal operations tasks. :Thus, I would argue,that Inhelder and Piaget

are describing, competence, and therein lies the problem f r those for us who

. do formal or9-atons research.

,Despite the use of the clinical method when testing subjects, I believe

.
the formal operations data reflect an interaction between performance and

competence. In discuasing performance aspects of behaviour I am refetiring

to those processes and conditions in real problem situations that facilitate :

or inhibit the use of the knowledge implied by 'a given level of competence.

A performance theory therefore is concerned ecifying the conditiOns or

steategies.that ficilitate or impede performan

1 d like to turn now to an examination o some of the d4ferences in

previous formal operation. studies that might'account for the performance
-.,,,i 7.

.

differences that I mentioned earlier. Perhaps the most striking difference

t1ik

between studies is the gCtual task or tasks chosen by the investiggtor bo

measure formal thought. Inhelder and Piaget (1958 -imply that the formal

Ioperations schemata emerge synchronously and thus rformance.on tasks de-
.

signed to elicit these schemata should be equivalent within a given subject.

Hol4ever, my doctoral research (Martorano, 1973) showra'ebbsiderable heterogeneity
%/ G 003



across a wide range of the tasks. Whileitjs not possible to determine if

this task performance difference represents differential competence re-

spect to the underlying schemata tapped; or differential task difficulty, I

think it is safe to say that the taskan inveStigat r uses viIihave an.effect
. 0

on whether or not evidence of fokmal thinking is found.

-Another factor that seems to vary between studies is the degree to which

the investigator uses'a directed method of task presentation and ques4Phing.

It is difficult to determine how great the variability is on this dimension,

but a close reading of the methods sections of a number of studies leads me

to suspect that there are discriminable differences. For instance, Lee (1971)
T.

utilized a very specific method of task pre entation that involved a series'of

choice points, if the subject did not show e idence of a certain level of

understanding, then the interview vas terminated. I'm sure one could argue

that this wa either.a useful procedure (the choice points proceeded from the

'most simple instances of the concept to the most general) orthat the procedure
4

did, not adequately allmi'the subject to explore all the ramifications of the

problem apparatus. The point is still the same - the procedure may'have

affected subjects' performance in a way that was different from that in other

studies where the task procedure was different. variation on this point is

the distinction between use of th actual tasappaptus described by Inhelder

and Piaget (1958), or a pencitb.

and paper version of the chem

paper version Oulit (1972) used a pencil

s task and argu4:tpat if subjects were at a

formal level of thought they us -d a system either ''when_ combining the actual

chemicals, or when simply noti g which combinations were madea However, the

same would not be expected of ransitionalsubjects, naval and Wohlwill.(1969)

and Neimark (1972) have pointed out that transitional subjects may be especially

susceptible to situational variables and thus very different results might be

bkpected in these two versions of the,task.

4
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The number of dimensions along which a sJc varies may al affect performance.

For instance, the pendulum task has two very obvious dimensions, amount of weight

and length of the Andulum, while the rods problem has five; length, shape,'

material and diameter of the rod and amount of weight attached. Similarly, Piaget

and Inhelder (1951) notethat young children can systematically,contruct all

possible pairs of three colors but become confused whop more cOlors are added.

The content area in which the task is set is the final taekvariabl'that

I would like to mention. .Piaget (1972) himself has suggested that evidence of

formal thought may appear first, in those content areas in Which the subject has
1

special interest or aptitude. I suspect that area of specialization is a per-
,

formance variable and that it will interact with the subject's level.. of cognitive

competence. Those subjects who haVe an integrated formal structure will be able

to demonstrate am understanding of the operatidnal schemata in a number of different

content areas, while transitional subjects will be limited to an understanding

of the concept only in those content areas in which they have special interests

and aptitudes.

a
A second class of performance varfables relates to characteristics of the

.%

subject. I will briefly mention two thatohave been reported in the research

literature: Sex differences and intelligence.

Sex differences, when foul (Dale, 1970; Dulit, 1972), indicate that males

score higher than females. However, this is an elusive result and might be ex-

pected to vary as a function of the content area in which the task is set. To

date no one has offered an explanation of why sex differences might occurs br

presented evidence to support their hypothesis.
ffi

J Three studies have examined the effect of hi IQ on formal operations per-
-, i

formance. Two studies (Dulit, 1972; Keating, 1975 have found that high IQ is
.. .

associated with highe formal operation scores when compare to performance of

same age subjects of average IQ. Webb (1974) however, failed to find:IQ

differences. certainly this variable should be controlled in future research.

00005,
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To summarize, I have suggested that Inhelder and Piaget's (1958) desscription

of the development of,formal operations thinking is a competence theory. The

data derived from research on formal operations reflects an interaction between

the subject's underlying competence and a number of unspecified performance 41

factors.\

I would now like to present the results of some research I have been doing

on the effectw of performance factors in formal operations task situations. The

st study was simply an it ffore to replicate a portion of 'the results of my,

doctoral dissertation. In my dissertation I had given ten of,the formal opera-

tions tasks to a fairly wide age range of junior highischool andohigh school

girls. While I found a sitnificant main effect for age, of greater interest

was the significant main effect for tasks. Within' subject performance across

the ten'taks was not homogeneous, and in fact, there'was a predictable pequence

for the ten tasks. Those tasks that tapped tie, combinatorial and correlations

schemata elicited a higher level of performance fhan,did those tasks which

tapped the schemata of multiplicative compensation, proportionality, and

mechanical equilibrium. There were also differences'between these other

schemata, with multiplicative compensation and propOrtionality eliciting

higher levels of performance th.0 the tasks_tapping mechanical equilibrium.

In this first study, I tested 11-, 12-, and 13-year ofd children'on the

colored tokeng, Permutations, and correltions task . .The ANOVA of the data

,
indicated that age was significant at the .05 level iF 3.75, df n' 2, 48),

with the 12-year old subjects performing a. a higher level than either the

11- or 13-year old subjects. The main effect for tasks was also highly

significant (F 23.22 df 2, 96, p .001), .while the remaining main

4 effect, sex, was not significant. In agreement with my'doctoral data, the

:1431.ijrip.ci tokens task elicited significantly higher levels of performance than, .

, .

did eitherthe p Cations or correlations tasks. There was no significant

difference betwe .the permOtations and the correlations tasks. Thq sex by r

$ A 6
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task interaction was significant atft .05 leyel (F = 3.24, df = 2, 96) and

due to a crossover effect, with male subjects performing betEer on the correlations

6

,.
.

ta4, and female subject§. performingtter onthe permutations task. Both
r° 3

° '
n

4
-,9.0

y
sexeS p.erforme simikarly'onlehe*colb ed tokens bask. -,j,

The xesults of-thiS study gave me more confidence in my d4tFtation date

and further increased my curiosity aboutthe colored tokens task. .,fin this

study 7376 of /the 11- and 13 -year old subjects and. 83% of the 12-year old

subjects perforftd atsanearly or late formal operations level on the colored

tokens telitsk.%This task, like the permutations and chemicals tasks described

-

Eby Inhelder andPitge 1958) asistappino, an unde anding of the combinatorial

system. The task ilias frequ tly been used as vn(indicator of an individual's
;

'"- .

abikityto en gag is fortal oPerations thought. HOwever, if my data are accurate,

41
e

performance on this task is very different from performance on iHdther task -

so

permutationd - that requires understanding of the same logical concept. In
' 1 4

addiiion,-the data from the colored tokens task indicated that formal opera-
_

'6,

tions thought was present in a majority of early adolescent subjects, These.

(

'results' are cle rly inconsistent with a number of the other studies on formal

operations that Lmentioned-earlier.
1

then decided to examine the colored tokens task; ore fully. As described
.

.

by doodnow (1962), the colored tokens task involves presentation of-piles of

six different colored chips dr squares of paper. The subject is instructured

to make allsIthe pairs of-colorg_Xhat he can think of wixhout any repeats. The

child is diet allowed to lay out the different pairs of colors on the table in

front ofitim. Scroing of the task is based on whether the pairs are made_

randomly, in conformity with a perceptual osheme, or in a systematic way that

insures th4t All possible pairs will..be found. A late formal operations score

implies' that the subject. has a systematic Strategy,- and that he can state a

( )
genego, strategy Yor making all pairs when a different number of colors is

2

used.t o 0 0 0 7
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In thinking Omit the coldred tokens task and the high percentage of formal

I 4S

scores obtained by young dlescents, I reasoned, that perhaps the use of colored

squaregA4 paper Was a particulary apt choice of stimulus materials. Children

.> have a great deal of expertence with colors from the beginning of their school

., 6careers , and perhaps the early emergence of fOrmal thinking on .this task was
--

due"Eo the subjects' high degree of familiarity with, the materials. Consequently,
G

decided to simply.change the stimulus Materials initially.

Unfortunately, th,ins are-aever se simple: By the time I had th9ught of
. (

'this study I had alreadyexhausXed my Syply of subjects at.the college campus
A

school, and the schobl year was drawing quickly to a close. So I improvised.
:4

I had already tested all of the 9- and 10-year oid children on the colored

4--

i.

0
'''''.

tokens task early in th fall and I knew, that a' number of the ji.0chil en *ere

.-:
. .. . .

tn a transitional 'phase on the problem. I decided to tetest these children

and include the stimulus materials factor in my design. The subjec4svere
. A? '

, lc

already categorized by age (9-Vs. 10-years), sex, and classroom. Half. of

the ects in each group received the origi

second time, Whilethe-other half received th

1 colored tokens task the

same problem but with new

materials( Pictures of six different fruits apd a cover story about,a king

up new flikorstof jello.'ns a asking the child in this new condition

to make all the possible pairs of colors, he/she Was asked to mhke all the

.

possible,vairs of fruit
--

Thy 1540VA tested for .the effec

,

' glyen (fall or-.spritte), and whether

\ materials as the .task given ih the

is of se* 'age, time at which the task was
,

A
the task. given inn the spring used th same

fall new materials. The-only effect that

was significant, and it was significant aCheyond the .001 level, was the t.me

')/

at which they task had been given (P.= ?4.80, df =ki-0). In the 611 29% of
7

the children,had performed at either an early or late formal operations level

on the task-in contrast to a preoperations or concrete level. In the b''0,ing,

58% of the children who received the same task a second time, and 54% of the

06008
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children who received the fruits variation scored at an early or late formal
-

8

level. Of course it is impossible to know what experiences these children had

during the 7 months that intervened betwetn the first and second testings,

ho4ever I do know thl't the children did not hale any direct instruction on

this concept.

I think one important result of this study is the fact that there was no

difference between the two stimulus conditions at the second time of testing.

In. ffect, the subjects' understanding of the concept of combinations improved

regardless of whether the second task was new or the same. The result is even

04

more powerful in light of the fact that 66% of the chi1ren perforated at a

"Vf
preoperations or earl concrete level on the initial presentaelon of the problem.

no
pi The second important findiRg was the fact th there was such a dramatic improve-

ment in performanceAn a groupof subjects initially demonstrated a very lok4

level of performance.

The final study that I would like to describe carried my examination of

task factors further. Once again I used 9- and /0-year old subjects and the

cpiored tokens task. In an effort to. check that stimulus materials did not

bSve an effect if the subject had never received the colored tokens previously,

I resented one
a

group of subjects with the colored tokens task,
.

one group with

A '

.

.

the fruits task that I used ,earlier, and one group with a variation on the '-

frdits task. Two things were changed fn this,new task: T e instructions,

and the perceptual cues surrounding the layout of the task materials The

( instructions were changed to a statement that.different flavors of jello
. ° .s

could be made by mixing these five flavors (strawberry, cherry, etc.) to-
-4
,. .

gether and the task Was to make all the possible new flavorsLof jello. Thus,

the child was not given any specific instructions to make all pairS, triads,

and so forth. These new instructions turn the problem into an analogue of the

Inhelder and Piaget (1954 chemiCalS problem. In an effort to)educe tht-"actual

number of'mixtures that the child would have to genASte, only five kinds of
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9

fruits were used. 'The second change in the task.- the perceptual cues - involved

laying the piles of five fruity in a circle rather in a,row as has been the case.

in previous- studies.

Once again, the ANOVA revealed no main -effe/tjt for the age variale. Se*

was significant (F = 7.87,' df = t, 60,'p
;46

='.01)-with males performing at a

higher level than females.: The task main effect Was also significant (F = 4.60,

_I
df = 2, .024,'Once again, colored tokens performance was not signifitantly.

different from the fruits problemglin.which.only the stimUlds-materials were changed.
4

/Both tasks produced significant'y higher-levels of performance than did the fruits

task that varied instructions, and perceptual cues,- None of the ANOVA interactions

were significant.

V
Forty-six percent of the subjects who received the colored tokenstask per-

t_ 4

formed at early or late formal, opetvtions and 42 %. of the subjects who received

the slmple fruits task performed at early or late foreal operations. Howeyer,

#

ot only 17% of the s9ljects who received the complex fruits/task (ie. both.initrut-

tions and perceptual cues varied) scored at an early or late formal! operations

..

level. Two factors make this result even more impressiVe. In the complex

. .
... ) .

fruits task only five differ

)
nt fruits wgre presented while the colored tokens

and simple fruits tasks reg red the sdbjects
,

to make pal.rs from an initial
4

,
,

base of six fruits or colors'. Secondly, the.same scoring criteria used for &

the other two tasks were "applied, to the tomprex.task., Thatis; if a Subject

'systematically made all the possible pairs of, the .five fruits, he/she received
..

a score of early fdrmal operatioa. Actually, the task presented asked the

subrji?t:tto Take all possible three-way mixtures, Emit-way mixturess, and the

1

a
mixture of afi five fruits together in addition to all the pairs of fruits.

.

,

...

My decision to use the same scoring criteria was based on the fact that only

7.of the 24 subjects.who received the complex fruits problem produced anything

other than pairs of fruits and then they only produced a small,number,of random

three-way mixtures.

0 0 0 1 0

o
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4.

"1J
I'am fairly confident that this striking result is not dhe to the simOle

.
fact that the.inotructions were too ambiguous. 'I have some pilot data of college

students'' performance on the same task, and in'all casesthe student produced

three-way, four-Way, and the five-way mixtures in addition to the pairs.

These results seem to clearly argue that young adolescents are not very

")
systematic at all in using a com inatorial schema unless you specifically tell

them to do so. Further, they d not seem to spontaneously think of more than
l

twii elements varying at a time.

Let me quickly integrate my introductory section with the results of

these studies. I have, suggested that there are a number of performance factors

active in the experimental situations in which we have tested for formal opera-

thinking. In most cases these factors have not been specified and we
0

presently have' lfttle understanding of how they affect the underlying competence

for formal operations thought that the subject brings to the experimental setting.

The results of the studies I have presented suggest that the tasks used to'test

formal operations, thinking elicit different levels of performance. Secondly,

/
that while stimulus materials per se do not seem to affect performance, the

, .

amount of structure given to the subject in the instructions about what he is

to do 41'64/pn the .perceptual configuratiau of the stimulus materials do affect

performance. In order to go beyond our present normative ,studies, we need to

develop more standard procedureg`and adequate controls for the performance 4
0

factors that affect the manifestation of the formal properties of adolescent

a
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